
GIBBS DEMENTIA REFLECTION

The purpose of this assignment is to reflect upon an incident witnessed on a recent clinical placement, and for this I will
use the Gibbs () reflective cycle ( see.

Tom greeted us with a big smile, we wished him a good morning and he seemed to be in a jovial mood. My
feelings at the time were mixed; I wondered whether something I had said or done had made Tom react in this
way. In order to offer person centred care, healthcare professionals will often need to make an effort to get to
know their patents rather than just addressing conventional nursing care tasks Ford and McCormack,  Feelings
In this section, you have to give a thought to the feelings and thoughts you have about the experience.
However, the thing that made me feel good is that I learned about how significant is the holism. I will research
the biology of the wound care. How issues might influence the activity or practice related feedback? The essay
will first discuss a model for reflective cycle, before going on to describe the situation and my feelings about
it. Oxford Brooks University. Reflecting back on this course, I have learned that designing and developing
assessments requires thoughtful planning and organization. Reflection is seen as an influential resource of
seeing accustomed events as fresh and inspiring. Developing critical reflection for professional practice
through problem-based learning. Common features of dementia include cognitive features, such as impaired
memory, impaired judgement and insight, apraxia and agnosia, and non-cognitive features such as
hallucinations, delusional ideas, changes in personality, disorientation and disturbances in mood Redfern and
Ross,  I discussed the patient with my assistants. This under treatment of dementia patients is a worrying sign
that most of these patients will be in needless severe pain post operatively. To encourage granulation, I
gathered evidence from the reliable sources to find the suitable dressings. Self awareness in healthcare. I
consider too much reliance on the mentor as my weakness. It is must for you to feed to the point and relevant.
However, stressors cannot always be minimised or avoided, so it is beneficial for the individual to adopt an
approach related coping style in some instances in order to cope with unavoidable stressors. I felt that I
remained calm and professional throughout the experience. Both methods of reflection allow for an individual
to explore and learn from events as well as applying knowledge to the event about what was or was not
effective.


